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ABSTRACT 

 
Spinoza suggested that all information is accepted during comprehension 

and that false information is then unaccepted. Subjects were presented 

with true and false linguistic propositions and, on some trials, their 

processing of that information was interrupted. As Spinoza's model 

predicted, interruption increased the likelihood that subjects would 

consider false propositions true but not vice versa (Study 1). This was so 

even when the proposition was iconic and when its veracity was revealed 

before its comprehension (Study 2). In fact, merely comprehending a false 

proposition increased the likelihood that subjects would later consider it 

true (Study 3). The results suggest that both true and false information are 

initially represented as true and that people are not easily able to alter this 

method of representation. Results are discussed in terms of contemporary 

research on attribution, lie detection, hypothesis testing, and attitude 

change.  
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That we have power...to give or withhold our assent at will, is so evident 
that it must be counted among the first and most common notions that are 

innate in us. – Descartes (1644/1984b, p. 205)  

Rene Descartes was right about so many things that he surely deserved to be wrong about 

something: How people come to believe certain ideas and disbelieve others may be the 

something about which he was mistaken. Descartes insisted that ideas are initially 

represented in the mind without reference to their veracity. Thus, upon hearing the 

utterance "Armadillos may be lured from a thicket with soft cheese," Descartes suggested 

that the listener's mind simply held that proposition in aequilibrio, and only later 

submitted the proposition to a rational analysis by which it was determined to be true or 

false ( Descartes, 1641/1984a ; see also Bennett, 1984 , pp. 159—167; Nuchelmans, 1983 

). In the centuries that followed, many psychologists (e.g., Bain, 1859 ; James, 1890 ) and 

philosophers (e.g., Reid, 1764/1895 ; Russell, 1921 ) found cause to question the 

Cartesian distinction between the mere representation and subsequent assessment of 

ideas. Nonetheless, modern psychology continues to embrace the twin Cartesian notions 

that (a) ideas may be mentally represented without any reference to their veracity, and (b) 

the acceptance and rejection of ideas are the dual outcomes of a single, controllable 

assessment process.  

What are the alternatives to the Cartesian model? If people do not "merely comprehend" 

ideas before they decide to believe or disbelieve them, then what do they do instead? 

Baruch Spinoza (1677/1982, pp. 96—101) suggested that all ideas are accepted (i.e., 

represented in the mind as true) prior to a rational analysis of their veracity, and that 

some ideas are subsequently unaccepted (i.e., rerepresented as false). Thus, upon hearing 

that a sliver of Brie may be used to woo a reluctant armadillo, Spinoza suggested that a 

listener must momentarily accept this assertion before he or she can reject it as absurd. In 

short, the mental representation of a proposition or idea always has a truth value 

associated with it, and by default this value is true. This default value remains unaltered 

when the idea is subsequently assessed to be true, but is changed when the idea is 

subsequently assessed to be false. 1  

Libraries of the Mind  

Virtually all current and classical theories of mental representation presume that once the 

truth value of a proposition is assessed, the mental representation of that proposition is 

somehow altered or "tagged" to indicate its truth value–otherwise, people would have to 

reassess the validity of their knowledge each time they deployed it. Spinoza and 

Descartes seem to have agreed with this assumption, but disagreed about the precise 

nature of the tagging system itself. A familiar metaphor may serve to illustrate the key 

elements of their division.  

Imagine a library of a few million volumes, of which only a small number are fiction. 

There are (at least) two reasonable methods by which one could tag the spines of books 

so that fiction could be distinguished from nonfiction at a glance. A first method would 

be to paste a red tag on each volume of fiction and a blue tag on each volume of 



nonfiction; a second method would be to paste a tag on each volume of fiction and to 

leave the nonfiction untagged. Although each method would allow a librarian to 

discriminate easily between the two types of book, the second method has both a unique 

advantage and disadvantage. The red—blue system requires that every volume in the 

library be tagged, and thus demands a great deal more time and effort than does the 

tagged—untagged system (which requires only the tagging of a few volumes). On the 

other hand, the efficiency of the tagged—untagged system trades on its accuracy: For 

example, when a new, untagged volume of fiction arrives on the library shelves, it may 

be mistaken for nonfiction before it is read.  

In a sense, Descartes considered the mind to be a library of ideas that used something 

akin to the red—blue tag system. A new book (new information) appeared in the library 

(was represented in the mind), was read (assessed), and was then tagged (rerepresented) 

as either fiction (false) or nonfiction (true). Because new books (unassessed ideas) lacked 

a tag, they could not be identified as fiction or nonfiction until they had been read. Such 

unread books were "merely represented" in the library.  

Spinoza felt that the mind was more like a library that used a tagged—untagged system. 

Books were first represented and then their contents assessed, but, because of the 

particular tagging system used, a new book that appeared without a tag looked exactly 

like (and thus was treated as) a work of nonfiction. In Spinoza's library, a book's spine 

always announced its contents, though sometimes erroneously. No book could be "merely 

represented" in the library because the absence of a tag was just as informative about the 

content of the book as was the presence of a tag. Analogously, ideas whose truth had 

been ascertained through a rational assessment process were represented in the mind in 

precisely the same way as were ideas that had simply been comprehended; only ideas that 

were judged to be false were given a special tag (cf. Wegner, Coulton, & Wenzlaff, 1985 

; see also Clark & Chase, 1972 , 1974 ; Gough, 1965 , 1966 ).  

It is difficult to know which of these models best describes the human mind. Although 

the Cartesian and Spinozan systems are mechanically distinct, they produce the same 

conclusions under ideal conditions. For example, if one stood outside a library window 

and challenged the librarian's knowledge of famous books ("Can you tell me about 

Civilization and Its Discontents without reading it?"), the librarian's response ("That book 

is nonfiction") would not enable one to determine whether the library used a Cartesian or 

Spinozan tagging system. In other words, if the Spinozan and Cartesian procedures 

(shown in Figure 1 ) were allowed to run to completion, undisturbed, they would produce 

identical products, and thus these products would not be informative about the nature of 

the systems that produced them.  

Nonetheless, if one could sneak a new book (e.g., War of the Worlds ) onto the library's 

shelves and somehow prevent the librarian from assessing its contents and tagging its 

spine, then the librarian's response to an inquiry about that book would reveal a great deal 

about the library's tagging system. If the library used the red—blue Cartesian system, 

then the librarian would shout through the window, "I don't know what sort of book this 

is. Come back tomorrow after it's been read and tagged." If, however, the library used the 



tagged—untagged Spinozan system, then the librarian would mistakenly yell, "That one 

is nonfiction too!"  

Study 1: The Hopi Language Experiment  

This belabored metaphor suggests that the two procedures shown in Figure 1 will 

produce identical products when run to completion, but very different products when 

truncated (cf. the "principle of graceful degradation" in Norman & Bobrow, 1975 ; see 

also Ben Zur & Breznitz, 1981 ). The Spinozan hypothesis asserts that rejecting an idea 

requires the extra step of unaccepting or "tagging" a mental representation as false. If this 

is so, then people should initially accept both true and false ideas upon comprehension 

but, when the processing of the idea is interrupted, should not be able to go on and 

unaccept (or tag) false ideas. As such, interruption should cause Spinozan systems to 

mistake false ideas for true ones, but not vice versa. The Cartesian model, on the other 

hand, considers acceptance and rejection to be alternative consequences of a single 

assessment process, and therefore predicts no asymmetry between true and false ideas as 

a result of interruption. Study 1 was an initial attempt to test these competing predictions.  

Method Overview  

In the context of a language-learning experiment, subjects were presented with novel 
propositions on a computer screen. On most trials, subjects were subsequently informed 

that the preceding proposition was either true or false. On some of these trials, subjects' 

processing of the proposition was interrupted by having them quickly perform an 

unrelated task (namely, pushing a button in response to a tone). Finally, subjects were 

presented with the original propositions (in question form) and were asked to determine 

whether they were true or false.  

Subjects  

Thirty-five female students at the University of Texas participated to fulfill a requirement 

in their introductory psychology course. Only native speakers of English were eligible to 

participate.  

Instructions  

Subjects were invited to participate in an experiment on "how people learn languages 
when they visit foreign countries." Upon arriving at the laboratory, subjects were 

escorted to a private room, where they remained for the duration of the experiment. 

Subjects were seated in front of a microcomputer and given oral instructions. A male 

experimenter explained that the experiment was designed to simulate the learning of a 

foreign language as it occurred in a natural (rather than an academic) environment. He 

noted that an important difference between these two environments was that in the 

natural environment listeners often hear new words and must guess their meaning from 

sentential context; later, listeners may find that their guesses were right or wrong, or they 

may receive no feedback at all.  



The learning task.  

Subjects were told that to simulate this feature of natural language learning, the computer 
would present 28 propositions, one at a time, of the form An X is a Y, where X was a Hopi 

Indian noun and Y was its English equivalent. In fact, the ostensible Hopi noun was 

always a nonsense word. Subjects were told that shortly after the computer presented the 

proposition, it would print either the signal word true or false on the screen to indicate 

that the preceding proposition had been either accurate or inaccurate. Subjects were told 

that at the end of the session their knowledge of the Hopi vocabulary would be tested. We 

used these "nonsense propositions" (rather than real propositions such as potatoes are 

grown in Idaho ) simply to ensure that subjects would use the signal word, and not their 

prior knowledge, to evaluate the truthfulness of the proposition.  

Subjects were warned that on some trials no signal word would appear at all. Such trials 

were included as fillers for two reasons. First, pretesting showed that the inclusion of 

such trials made it more difficult for subjects to keep track of how many instances of each 

signal word they had seen and thus inhibited the tendency to respond true and false to 

approximately equal numbers of test items. Second, the inclusion of such filler trials 

enhanced the credibility of the cover story.  

The interruption task.  

Subjects were told that "some research suggests that the speed of response is related to 
the ability to learn language." As such, subjects were told that during the experiment a 

tone would occasionally sound, and that when this happened they were to press a 

response button as quickly as possible. Ostensibly, this would allow the experimenter to 

measure their general speed of response (which the computer did, in fact, record) and to 

correlate this measure with their ability to learn the Hopi vocabulary. In actuality, this 

task was designed to interrupt subjects' processing of the proposition that was currently 

being presented on the computer screen.  

Procedure  

The procedure for Study 1 is depicted in Table 1 . Each subject saw 28 propositions of 
the form An X is a Y, where X was a nonsense word (e.g., twyrin ) and Y was a common 

English noun (e.g., doctor ). Each proposition appeared for 8 s, and the order of 

presentation was held constant for all subjects (e.g., the proposition A twyrin is a doctor 

always appeared in the 21st position). The proposition was followed by a blank screen for 

either 2 or 10 s. 2 For one third of the subjects, the first blank screen was followed for 3 s 

by the signal word true; for one third it was followed by the signal word false; and for 

one third it was merely followed by another blank screen. The identity of the signal word 

was completely counterbalanced across these three orders so that, ultimately, every one 

of the 28 propositions was followed by one of the two signal words or by a blank screen.  

Of the 28 total trials, the first and last 5 were included as buffers against primacy and 

recency effects. This left 18 trials, 12 of which were critical trials (6 trials followed by the 



signal word true and 6 followed by the signal word false ). On 4 of these 12 trials a 500-

Hz tone sounded 750 ms after the presentation of the signal word, and lasted for 390 ms. 

Of these 4 interrupted critical trials, 2 were followed by the signal word true and 2 by the 

signal word false.  

Our strategic use of novel propositions may strike some as curious. Recall that our three 

objectives in this experiment were (a) to allow subjects to comprehend propositions, (b) 

to control their assessment of these propositions, and (c) to interrupt that assessment in 

certain cases. Had the propositions referred to our subjects' real-world knowledge (e.g., 

pelicans are mammals ), the second (and therefore the third) objective could not have 

been met.  

The Identification Test  

Subjects were given practice responding to the tone and were then allowed to go through 
the vocabulary-learning procedure described above. At the end of the last trial, subjects 

were given an identification test. Each of the 12 critical propositions was rephrased in the 

form of a question (e.g., Is a twyrin a doctor? ), and these questions were printed in 

random order, one at a time, on the computer screen. In addition, 9 foils (i.e., questions 

about propositions that were not seen during the learning phase) were presented randomly 

and intermittently. Subjects were allowed up to 9 s to answer each question by pressing 

one of four response buttons labeled (respectively) true, false, no information, and never 

seen. Subjects were instructed to press the true button if the proposition was true, the 

false button if the proposition was false, the no information button if they had seen the 

proposition but had received no information about its veracity, and the never seen button 

if they had never seen the proposition. The computer recorded the subject's response to 

each item on the identification test; unbeknownst to the subject, the computer also 

recorded the speed of that response.  

Results Identification of Propositions  

Subjects read a set of propositions (some of which were interrupted) and later were asked 

to identify these propositions as true or false. We predicted that interruption would not 

affect the subject's ability to identify correctly the true propositions; that is, the baseline 

(uninterrupted) rate of correct identification of true propositions should have been 

unchanged by interruption. On the other hand, we expected interruption to increase 

subjects' tendency to misidentify false propositions as true; the baseline (uninterrupted) 

rate of correct identification of false propositions should have been decremented by 

interruption.  

The proportion of propositions that each subject correctly identified was submitted to a 2 

(Signal Word: true or false) × 2 (Interruption: yes or no) within-subjects analysis of 

variance ( ANOVA ). 3 This analysis revealed a main effect of signal word, F (1, 32) = 

3.86, p = .058, which was qualified by the predicted Signal Word × Interruption 

interaction, F (1, 32) = 5.30, p = .028. As the left side of Figure 2 indicates, interruption 

had no effect on the correct identification of true propositions (55% when uninterrupted 



vs. 58% when interrupted), but did significantly reduce correct identification of false 

propositions (55% when uninterrupted vs. 35% when interrupted). The fact that 

interruption did not affect the correct identification of true propositions is as important as 

the fact that interruption did affect correct identification of false propositions. Indeed, if 

correct identification of true propositions had increased with interruption, the results 

would merely indicate that interruption increases the probability that people will respond 

true to any query.  

A similar ANOVA was performed on the proportion of true—false reversals (i.e., true 

propositions that were misidentified as false, and vice versa). The analysis revealed only 

the expected Signal Word × Interruption interaction, F (1, 32) = 3.81, p = .06. As the 

right side of Figure 2 indicates, when false propositions were uninterrupted, they were 

misidentified as true (21%) just as often as true propositions were misidentified as false 

(22%); however, when interrupted, false propositions were misidentified as true (33%) 

more often than true propositions were misidentified as false (17%). In short, interruption 

caused an increase in the percentage of false propositions that were misidentified as true, 

t (1, 32) = 1.89, p = .067, but not vice versa, t < 1.  

Latency to Identify Propositions  

The Spinozan hypothesis suggests that the processing of a false proposition requires more 
time and cognitive capacity than does the processing of a true proposition, simply 

because false propositions must be accepted and then unaccepted (see also Carpenter & 

Just, 1975 ; Clark & Chase, 1972 , 1974 ; Gough, 1965 , 1966 ; Trabasso, Rollins, & 

Shaughnessey, 1971 ). As such, one might expect subjects to respond more slowly to a 

probe that occurred after a false, rather than a true, proposition. An analysis of the time it 

took subjects to respond to the interrupting tone revealed such a tendency: Subjects 

responded somewhat more slowly to interruptions that occurred immediately after the 

presentation of a false proposition ( M = 577 ms) than to those that occurred after the 

presentation of a true proposition, M = 537 ms, t (1, 32) = 1.96, p = .058.  

The Problem of Guessing Bias  

As described thus far, the data are consistent with the Spinozan hypothesis. 

Unfortunately, they are also consistent with two alternative explanations that turn on the 

notion of guessing bias. Although both of these alternatives suggest that subjects may 

simply have shown a tendency to guess true when presented with false items whose 

processing was previously interrupted, each posits a unique mediator of this bias.  

The forgetting hypothesis.  

The first alternative explanation is that interruption kept subjects from remembering false 
propositions (i.e., these items were never entered into long-term memory), and when later 

confronted with false items that they did not recognize, subjects tended to guess true. 

Subjects' memory for foil items (i.e., items that were not presented during the learning 

phase, but that were presented during the identification phase) belies this explanation. Of 



the true and false items presented, subjects mistook 9% for unseen foils when the 

processing of those items was interrupted, and 8% for unseen foils when processing was 

not interrupted, t < 1. In other words, interruption did not increase the probability that 

subjects would mistake items they had seen for items they had not seen. Indeed, when 

subjects misidentified the unseen foil items, they mistook 8% of them for false 

propositions and only 3% of them for true propositions, t (1, 32) = 2.30, p = .028. In other 

words, when presented with items that could not have been in memory (i.e., the unseen 

foil items), subjects actually tended to guess false significantly more often than they 

guessed true.  

The forgetting hypothesis states that (a) interruption prevents false items from being 

entered into long-term memory and that (b) when presented with such unrecognizable or 

"forgotten" items, subjects tend to guess true. Both of these suppositions are clearly ruled 

out in the present case.  

The uncertainty hypothesis.  

The second (and more reasonable) alternative is a variant of the first: Interruption may 
cause subjects to be uncertain of a false item's truth value (rather than causing them to 

forget having seen the item entirely), and when subjects experience such uncertainty, they 

tend to guess true. Did interruption raise subjects' uncertainty? One way to measure 

subjective uncertainty is simply to ask subjects how much confidence they have in their 

response, but this direct approach is not without serious problems (e.g., Kahneman & 

Tversky, 1982 ; Nisbett & Wilson, 1977 ). A more direct and unobtrusive method for 

assessing a person's certainty about a judgment is to measure his or her hesitation in 

making that judgment (e.g., see Collins & Quillian, 1969 ; Hyman, 1953 ; Rosch, 1975 ; 

Snodgrass, 1975 , p. 37). In the present case, this would mean measuring the time it took 

subjects to identify items as true and false. If subjects were uncertain about a particular 

identification, they should have been slower to make it.  

The uncertainty hypothesis suggests that subjects should have shown greater overall 

hesitation when identifying previously interrupted items than when identifying previously 

uninterrupted items. This was clearly not the case. Subjects did not take more time to 

identify true or false items as true or false when the processing of those items had earlier 

been interrupted ( M = 4,182 ms) than when the processing of those items had not been 

interrupted ( M = 4,887 ms). In other words, subjects did not display greater hesitancy 

when identifying interrupted than uninterrupted items.  

The uncertainty hypothesis suggests that we also examine the hesitation associated with 

the particular misidentification of false items as true; as Figure 2 shows, this is the critical 

error that drives our statistical effect. Did interruption cause subjects to feel more 

uncertain when confronted with a false item (and thus cause them merely to guess that 

such items were true)? In a word–no. Subjects did not show greater hesitation when they 

misidentified previously interrupted false items as true ( M = 3,405 ms) than when they 

misidentified previously uninterrupted false items as true ( M = 3, 985 ms). The 

uncertainty hypothesis states that (a) interruption during processing of an item increases 



the subject's subsequent uncertainty about the truth value of that item and (b) when the 

subject feels uncertain, she tends to guess true. According to our hesitation data (which 

address the problem of uncertainty more directly than do verbal reports), interruption did 

not increase the subject's uncertainty about the truth value of the item. In short, subjects 

did not hesitate to make the quintessentially Spinozan mistake of misidentifying 

interrupted false propositions as true.  

Discussion  

No one can enter the library of the mind, and thus one may only deduce its holdings from 

the librarian's reports. Although one must always be cautious when inferring the nature of 

mental representation from behavioral responses ( Braitenberg, 1984 ; Lloyd, 1989 , pp. 

3—11), the results of Study 1 are consistent with the idea that people initially represent 

false information as true. It is not clear, however, whether people are compelled to do so 

by the nature of the cognitive mechanisms they use or whether they choose to do so 

because of the nature of the tasks they attempt. Societies place a premium on candor, and 

it seems likely that the majority of information that people encounter, assess, and 

remember is, in fact, true. (Indeed, the Spinozan tagging system is advantageous mainly 

to the extent that a library contains more nonfiction than fiction). Thus, it may be that 

people generalize from ordinary experience and consciously assume that all ideas are true 

unless otherwise noted. In other words, the initial belief in the truthfulness of information 

may be a flexible, heuristic assumption.  

If people choose, but are not compelled, to represent as true the propositions offered 

them, then this heuristic assumption should be modifiable. For example, if people find 

themselves in situations in which they expect to receive false informa tion (e.g., a 

propagandist speech), then they should be able to alter the default value assigned to 

incoming information. Individuals in such a position should adopt a "skeptic's set"; that 

is, they should choose initially to represent ideas as false, and then to recode a select few 

of them as true. Interruption should cause such skeptics to mistake true propositions for 

false ones, but not vice versa–precisely the opposite of the effect seen in Study 1. In the 

language of our metaphor, libraries whose holdings are primarily fiction may wish to 

modify the typical Spinozan procedure: They may wish to paste colored tags on their 

nonfiction and leave their fiction untagged. Workers in such a library should mistake 

untagged books for works of fiction.  

The Spinozan position denies the possibility of a "skeptical reversal" of this sort. In its 

strongest form, the hypothesis states that people must initially represent ideas as true and 

only later rerepresent some of them as false, and they must conduct business this way 

regardless of the temporary circumstances in which they find themselves. If people can 

take changing contexts into account and consciously alter the default value assigned to 

incoming ideas, then this piece of the Spinozan position is plainly wrong.  

Study 2: The Phony Man Experiment  



Study 2 was an attempt to determine whether, under the appropriate conditions, people 

were able initially to represent a proposition as false and then alter that representation 

when the proposition turned out to be true. In addition, we attempted to extend the results 

of Study 1 beyond the linguistic domain by using iconic propositions (i.e., facial 

expressions of emotion rather than vocabulary definitions).  

Method Overview  

In the context of a lie-detection experiment, female subjects were presented with smiling 

male faces (i.e., icons of the proposition "I am happy") on a video screen. Subjects were 

informed either before or after each presentation that the smiling face was expressing 

either true or false happiness (i.e., that the iconic proposition was true or false). On some 

trials, subjects' processing of the face was interrupted by having them quickly perform an 

unrelated tone-discrimination task. Finally, subjects were once again presented with the 

original faces and asked to determine whether each was expressing true or false 

happiness.  

Subjects  

Twenty female students at the University of Texas participated to fulfill a requirement in 
their introductory psychology course. Only native speakers of English were eligible to 

participate.  

Instructions  

Female subjects were invited to participate in an experiment on "learning to detect 
emotional deception in men." Upon arriving at the laboratory, subjects were escorted to a 

private room, where they remained for the duration of the experiment. Subjects were 

seated in front of a video monitor and given written instructions, which explained that the 

experiment was designed to discover what kinds of information women found useful in 

determining the sincerity of a man's emotional expressions. Subjects were told that they 

would participate in both a learning phase (in which they would learn how to detect 

deceit in men's faces) and an application phase (in which they would apply their newly 

acquired ability to detect deceit). In fact, there was to be no application phase.  

Cover story.  

Subjects were told that earlier in the semester, several male volunteers had undergone a 

mood induction manipulation in which half were made sad and half were made happy. 

Immediately thereafter, each man had ostensibly been asked to smile while being 

recorded on videotape. Subjects were told that in the learning phase they would see the 

faces of 16 of these smiling men and would learn whether each was expressing true or 

false happiness. Supposedly, this procedure would enable subjects to "learn to identify 

the subtle facial differences" between sincere and insincere men.  

The videotape.  



Subjects were told that during the learning phase they would see 16 smiling male faces, 
one at a time, on the video monitor. Subjects were told that shortly before or after each 

face appeared, the signal word true or false would appear on the screen to indicate that 

the man's happiness had been either true (i.e., he had been made happy before being 

asked to smile) or false (i.e., he had been made sad before being asked to smile). Subjects 

were told that the experimenter was interested in discovering whether prior knowledge of 

a man's sincerity helped women recognize deceit, and thus the signal word would 

sometimes precede the face and sometimes follow it. Subjects were told that at the end of 

the session their memory for the sincerity of each face would be tested.  

The interruption task.  

Subjects were told that at any time during the experiment one of two tones might sound. 

Subjects were instructed to press a response button marked high if the tone was high-

pitched and a response button marked low if the tone was low-pitched. Subjects were told 

that the facial lie-detection and tone-discrimination tasks were controlled by different 

cerebral hemispheres; as such, the experimenter ostensibly did not expect one task to 

affect the other and had included the tone-discrimination task merely to prove this 

hypothesis. In actuality, of course, the tone-discrimination task was designed to interrupt 

subjects' processing of the face and signal word that were being presented on the video 

screen on that trial. The response buttons were not connected to a computer in this 

experiment, and thus response times were not recorded.  

Procedure  

The procedure for Study 2 is depicted in Table 2 . Eight different videotapes were 
constructed to counterbalance the order of stimulus presentation (shown vertically in 

Table 2 as Videotapes A—H). Each subject saw one videotape of 16 smiling male faces. 

Each trial began with a screen that lasted 3 s and read Face X (where X was replaced on 

each trial by the Numbers 1—16), followed immediately by a blank screen that lasted 2 s. 

Following the blank screen either (a) a smiling male face appeared for 3 s, followed by a 

signal word ( true or false ) that appeared for 2 s, or (b) a signal word appeared for 2 s, 

followed by a face that appeared for 3 s. The order of faces was held constant (e.g., 

Bernard's face always appeared first). For half of the subjects, a particular face was 

preceded or followed by the signal word true , and for the remaining subjects it was 

preceded or followed by the signal word false. As Table 2 shows, the identity (true or 

false) and position (before or after) of the signal word were completely counterbalanced 

across the eight different videotapes, so that each of the faces was preceded and followed 

by both of the possible signal words an equal number of times.  

Of the 16 total trials, Trials 1, 2, 14, 15, and 16 were included as buffers against primacy 

and recency effects. On 4 of the remaining 11 trials, either a 1,200-Hz or 200-Hz tone 

sounded immediately after the face or signal word (whichever came last) had been 

presented. The tone lasted for 665 ms. Of these four interrupted trials, one presented the 

signal word true after the face, one presented the signal word true before the face, one 



presented the signal word false after the face, and one presented the signal word false 

before the face.  

The Identification Test  

Subjects were allowed to familiarize themselves with the tone-discrimination task. 

Subjects then watched a videotape of the smiling faces, as described previously. At the 

end of the last trial, subjects were immediately shown a new videotape that contained 8 of 

the faces seen earlier. Subjects were told that only a subset of the 16 original faces would 

be shown during the test, and thus "you should not be alarmed if a majority, or even all, 

of the test faces are expressing either true or false emotions." Only 8 of the original 16 

faces (Numbers 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, and 13; shown in uppercase letters in Table 2 ) were 

shown during the test. We hoped that this would make subjects feel free to report that all, 

some, or none of the faces had been expressing true happiness. As Table 2 shows, the 4 

faces whose processing had been interrupted were included among the 8 test faces. Each 

of the 8 test faces was shown (in random order) for 3 s, and subjects were allowed 5 s to 

determine whether the face was expressing true or false happiness.  

Results  

Subjects saw a series of smiling faces and later were asked to determine whether a subset 
of these faces had been expressing true or false happiness. Analogous to Study 1, we 

predicted that interruption would have no effect on correct identification of true faces; 

however, we expected interruption to reduce correct identification of false faces. In 

addition, we were interested in learning whether this asymmetry would be eradicated, 

reversed, or unaffected when the sincerity of the face was known before (rather than 

after) its presentation.  

Omissions of Data  

The data from two subjects were discarded before analysis. In one case the equipment 
failed during the experimental session, and in the other case the subject expressed strong 

suspicion about the cover story.  

Face Identification  

The number of faces correctly identified was submitted to a 2 (Signal Word: true or false) 

× 2 (Interruption: yes or no) × 2 (Position of Signal Word: before face or after face) 

within-subjects ANOVA , which revealed only the predicted Interruption × Signal Word 

interaction, F (1, 17) = 4.50, p < .05. This interaction indicates that interruption had no 

effect on correct identification of true faces (60% when uninterrupted vs. 65% when 

interrupted), but significantly reduced correct identification of false faces(65% when 

uninterrupted vs. 35% when interrupted). Interruption caused subjects to mistake false 

faces for true ones, but not vice versa. In the language of the Spinozan hypothesis, 

subjects seem initially to have represented each face as expressing true happiness, and 

then attempted to alter that representation when the face was found to be expressing false 



happiness. Apparently, the tone-discrimination task impaired those recoding attempts. It 

is interesting, too, that the effects seen in Study 1 were replicated here with iconic 

propositions, which suggests that the representation of meaningful assertions as true is 

not limited to language-based assertions. 4  

It is important to note that the third-order interaction did not approach significance, F < 1. 

This indicates that the position of the signal word had no influence on the pattern of 

results described above. Subjects misidentified false faces as true when their processing 

of those faces was interrupted, and they were just as likely to do so when they learned 

about the face's insincerity before seeing the face as when they learned about the face's 

insincerity after seeing the face. In short, knowing ahead of time that information would 

be false apparently did not enable subjects to adopt a skeptic's set and represent the 

information initially as false. This suggests that the initial coding of ideas as true may (as 

Spinoza suggested) be an operation that is not readily amenable to voluntary control.  

Study 3: The Furry Glark Experiment  

Study 2 suggests that people may be unable to prevent themselves from representing as 

true that which they comprehend. In Study 3 we examined further the effects of attempts 

to "merely comprehend" on one's subsequent assessment of information. If the mental 

representation of information that is merely comprehended "looks like" the mental 

representation of information that is actually believed, then people should be unable to 

tell the two apart. Metaphorically, the Spinozan librarian who is asked merely to shelve 

an unread book should later be unable to distinguish between this unread volume and one 

of nonfiction. A Cartesian librarian, of course, should have no problem distinguishing 

between read and unread books.  

In Study 3, subjects learned about the morphology and habits of an imaginary animal 

called a glark. Subjects were then shown a series of propositions about glarks (e.g., 

Glarks have white fur ) and were asked to assess each as either true or false. On a few 

occasions, subjects were asked merely to read and comprehend the proposition a few 

moments before they were then asked to read and assess it. Spinoza's hypothesis 

predicted that "merely comprehending" a proposition would create a representation of 

that proposition as true, and that when subsequently asked to assess a proposition that 

they had earlier been asked to "merely comprehend," subjects would access this 

representation and judge the proposition true–even when it was demonstrably false.  

Method Overview  

Subjects learned a set of facts about an imaginary animal called a glark. Subjects were 

then shown a set of propositions and were asked either (a) to assess the proposition as 

true or false or (b) to read the proposition as quickly as possible. Propositions were 

presented repeatedly such that subjects were sometimes asked to assess the veracity of 

propositions that they had either read or assessed just a few moments earlier.  

Subjects  



Twenty-three male and 7 female students at the University of Texas participated to fulfill 
a requirement in their introductory psychology course. Only native speakers of English 

were eligible to participate.  

Procedure  

Subjects were greeted by a male experimenter who ushered them to an individual cubicle, 

where they remained for the duration of the experiment. Each cubicle contained a 

microcomputer with keys labeled yes and no, a video camera mounted at head-level and 

pointed at the subject's face, and several mysterious electronic devices, adorned with 

switches and colored lights, which were ostensibly connected to the video camera. 

Subjects were told that as part of an experiment on learning and reading, the computer 

would present them with a series of facts about glarks, and that after they had learned 

these facts the computer would ask them to answer some questions about glarks. Subjects 

were told that the camera and electronic devices were components of an eye-tracking 

device that would record their eye movements throughout the experiment (cf. Gilbert, 

Krull, & Pelham, 1988 ). In fact, the equipment was entirely inert. The purpose of this 

deception will be explained shortly.  

The learning phase.  

The experimenter pretended to calibrate the eye-tracking device and then left the room 
while the computer delivered written instructions to the subject. These instructions 

explained that during the initial learning phase, the subject would be presented with a 

series of facts about an imaginary animal called a glark, and that the subject's initial task 

was to learn these facts. The instructions also explained that during a subsequent testing 

phase, subjects would see a series of propositions about glarks and would be asked to 

make some judgments about them.  

During the learning phase, 20 propositions of 5 to 11 words (e.g., Glarks are covered 

with long white fur ) were presented on the computer screen, one at a time, in a random 

order. All propositions were affirmative sentences that began with the word Glarks and 

ended with a descriptive phrase (e.g., Glarks live in large social groups ). Each 

proposition appeared on a single line at the center of the screen for 4 s and was followed 

by a blank screen for 2 s. During the learning phase, each proposition was displayed on 

three separate occasions, and all subjects indicated that this had provided more than 

ample opportunity to learn the propositions.  

Testing phase.  

Following the learning phase, the computer presented each subject with 80 test 
propositions. The presentation of each proposition was preceded by 1,500 ms by either 

the signal phrase "Is the following sentence TRUE ?" or by the signal phrase " SPEED 

READ the following sentence." Subjects were instructed that when they saw the signal 

phrase TRUE , they should read the proposition that followed and assess its veracity. If 

the proposition was true, they should press the key marked yes , and if the proposition 



was false, they should press the key marked no. We will refer to these as the assessment 

trials. The importance of responding both quickly and accurately on assessment trials 

was stressed.  

Subjects were also told that when they saw the signal phrase READ, they should simply 

read the proposition that followed as quickly as possible. After reading the proposition, 

they should press the space bar on the computer keyboard to indicate that they had 

finished reading. We will refer to these as the comprehension trials. Subjects were told 

that on comprehension trials, their reading speed was being measured by the computer. 

Ostensibly, these data would merely be used as baseline covariates for analyses of the 

assessment trials. The bogus eyetracking device was included so that subjects would feel 

compelled to read these propositions and would not simply ignore them. The importance 

of rapid responding was stressed for the comprehension trials. After the subject 

responded on either an assessment trial or a comprehension trial, the proposition was 

erased from the screen. A new trial began 500 ms later.  

Proposition types.  

During the testing phase, subjects encountered 15 true propositions (e.g., Glarks have 
white fur ) and 15 false propositions (e.g., Glarks have brown fur ). Three precautions 

were taken. First, true propositions presented during the testing phase were never worded 

identically to the corresponding propositions presented during the learning phase. This 

was done so that subjects could not respond to propositions presented during the testing 

phase on the basis of the proposition's familiar syntax. Second, 10 meaningless 

propositions (e.g., Glarks have tired fur ) were presented during the testing phase and 

were always preceded by the READ signal phrase. This was done to keep subjects alert, 

introduce variability into the procedure, and minimize the possibility that subjects would 

guess the hypothesis. Third, the computer recorded subjects' response times so that we 

could be sure that they had followed instructions to read the propositions preceded by the 

READ signal phrase and to respond quickly.  

Proposition order.  

Each of 40 propositions (10 meaningless, 15 true, and 15 false) was presented twice 

during the testing phase. Subjects assessed the veracity of the true and false propositions 

either (a) after having previously assessed the veracity of those same propositions or (b) 

after having read those same propositions quickly. Propositions were arranged such that 

the subject's second exposure to each meaningful proposition occurred exactly three trials 

(approximately 10 s) after his or her first exposure.  

Each subject experienced a total of 40 comprehension trials and 40 assessment trials 

during the learning phase. Of the 15 true propositions, 5 were comprehended (i.e., 

preceded by the signal phrase READ) on the first exposure and assessed (i.e., preceded 

by the signal phrase TRUE ) on the second exposure, 5 were assessed on the first 

exposure and comprehended on the second exposure, and 5 were assessed on both 



exposures. For each subject, each true proposition was randomly assigned to one of these 

three orders. The same procedure was used for the 15 false propositions.  

Counterbalances.  

Each subject saw a different randomly selected set of true and false statements; whereas 

one subject may have seen a true proposition about the color of a glark's fur, another 

subject may have seen a false proposition about the color of a glark's fur. No subject ever 

saw both a true and false proposition about fur color (or any other property of glarks). 

Finally, it is worth noting that despite all of these elaborate counterbalances, trials could 

not be completely counterbalanced without asking subjects to do the impossible task of 

assessing the veracity of meaningless propositions. As such, the 10 meaningless 

propositions were always comprehended on both exposures.  

Summary  

The comprehension of a proposition creates a mental representation of that proposition. 
According to Spinoza's hypothesis, this representation cannot be distinguished from the 

representation of a proposition that has been assessed to be true. Thus, when subjects are 

asked to assess a false proposition that they have previously comprehended, they should 

find that they have two competing representations of that proposition: One (created 

during the comprehension trial) should incorrectly represent the proposition as true, and 

one (created during the assessment trial) should correctly represent the proposition as 

false. On occasion, subjects would be expected to resolve this conflict in favor of the 

incorrect (in this case, the true) representation. Similarly, when subjects are asked to 

assess a true proposition that they have previously comprehended, they should find that 

they have complementary representations of that proposition–one of which was created 

during the comprehension trial and fortuitously represents the proposition as true. 

According to Descartes, people represent true and false propositions identically during 

comprehension; as such, Descartes's hypothesis makes no specific predictions about the 

effect of mere comprehension on later assessment, but is incapable of predicting that the 

effect will be asymmetrical.  

Results Omissions of Data  

One male subject was omitted from all analyses for failure to follow instructions. In 
addition, the data were trimmed by eliminating trials on which a subject's response time 

was more than three standard deviations from the mean for its trial type (i.e., assessment 

trials vs. comprehension trials). This resulted in the omission of 101 of the 2,400 

observations.  

Assessment of Propositions Effects of prior comprehension.  

We predicted that merely comprehending a proposition would increase the likelihood that 

subjects would subsequently assess that proposition to be true. That is, prior 

comprehension should increase subjects' correct assessment of true propositions but 



decrease their correct assessment of false propositions. The proportion of meaningful 

propositions that subjects correctly assessed was submitted to a 2 (Proposition's Veracity: 

true or false) × 2 (Trial Type: comprehension-then-assessment or assessment-only) 

ANOVA , which revealed an uninteresting main effect of veracity, F (1, 28) = 21.11, p < 

.001, as well as the predicted Veracity × Trial Type interaction, F (1, 28) = 4.35, p < .05. 

As a comparison of the first and third columns in Table 3 shows, prior comprehension 

increased subjects' correct assessment of true propositions from 91.6% to 95.9%, but 

decreased their correct assessment of false propositions from 83.1% to 75.5%. In other 

words, subjects were more likely to consider a proposition to be true if they had read it 

quickly just a few seconds before than if they had not.  

Effects of prior assessment.  

The effects of prior comprehension on subsequent assessment are clear. But what were 

the effects of prior assessment? A 2 (Proposition's Veracity: true or false) × 2 (Trial 

Type: assessment-then-assessment or assessment-only) ANOVA revealed main effects of 

both veracity, F (1, 28) = 5.32, p < .03, and trial type, F (1, 28) = 7.61, p < .01, but a 

nonsignificant interaction of the two, F (1, 28) = 2.09, p = .16. As a comparison of the 

first and second columns in Table 3 suggests, prior assessment did increase the likelihood 

that subjects would make a correct assessment upon subsequent exposure to the 

proposition, and this may even have been slightly more pronounced for false than for true 

propositions ( p = .16). The important point, however, is that the tendency for prior 

assessments to improve subsequent assessments of false propositions stands in striking 

contrast to the tendency for prior comprehensions to debilitate subsequent assessments of 

false propositions. Clearly, prior exposure to a false proposition does not, in and of itself, 

debilitate subsequent assessments of that proposition; rather, debilitation occurs only 

when prior exposure does not allow an opportunity for assessment. 5  

Latency to Comprehend and Assess  

We asked subjects to assess propositions in response to one signal phrase, and merely to 
comprehend them in response to another. The excellent performance of subjects on the 

assessment task clearly demonstrates that they obeyed the former instruction, but what 

evidence is there that they obeyed the latter? Indeed, the devil's advocate might suggest 

that on comprehension trials (a) subjects actually did assess the propositions that they 

were instructed merely to read, or (b) subjects did not even read the propositions that they 

were instructed to read. Both of these potential difficulties are belied by the data.  

Could subjects have assessed propositions that they were instructed merely to 

comprehend? It seems unlikely. After all, prior assessment of a proposition affected 

subsequent assessment in an entirely different manner (i.e., it improved assessment of 

false propositions) than did prior comprehension of the same proposition (i.e., it 

debilitated assessments of false propositions). In addition, an analysis of response times 

indicates a striking difference in the amount of mental work that subjects performed on 

each kind of trial. Subjects responded much more rapidly on comprehension trials ( M = 

1,336 ms) than they did on assessment trials ( M = 1,899 ms), F (1, 28) = 65.9, p < .001. 



As one would expect, subjects did more mental work when asked to assess a proposition's 

veracity than when asked merely to comprehend it. Moreover, subjects responded more 

rapidly to true than to false propositions when asked to assess them ( M s = 1,842 ms and 

1,946 ms, respectively), F (1, 28) = 5.18, p < .04, but responded equally rapidly to true 

and false propositions when asked merely to comprehend them ( M s = 1,322 ms and 

1,350 ms, respectively), F < 1. In short, assessme nt was protracted and was affected by a 

proposition's veracity, whereas comprehension was rapid and was unaffected by a 

proposition's veracity. These facts strongly suggest that veracity was not being assessed 

on comprehension trials.  

What of the opposite concern? How can we be sure that subjects did any mental work at 

all on comprehension trials? The answer is evident: If subjects had not even read the 

propositions presented on comprehension trials, then why would their experience of these 

trials significantly alter their subsequent assessments of the propositions in precisely the 

way that the Spinozan hypothesis predicts? Indeed, if subjects had ignored the 

propositions presented on comprehension trials, then the means in the first and third 

columns of Table 3 should be identical. It seems clear that subjects did do mental work 

on the comprehension trials, but that they did not do as much mental work as they did on 

the assessment trials. In other words, all evidence indicates that subjects did exactly what 

they were asked to do.  

General Discussion  

Seeing Is (Like) Believing  

For many centuries, philosophers have wondered whether the having and holding of ideas 
are psychologically separable operations, and for just as many centuries, ordinary folk 

have considered this a perfectly stupid question. Clearly, one experiences belief as though 

one were capable of entertaining ideas before endorsing them. Upon hearing a friend 

claim that dachshunds enjoy sleeping on fresh asphalt, one feels as though judgment 

should be suspended while the pertinent facts about dachshunds are located and analyzed. 

In the case of abstract beliefs, the Cartesian procedure seems to describe the 

phenomenology of believing much better than does the Spinozan.  

Yet, even ordinary folk will admit that the Spinozan procedure seems a more adequate 

description of concrete, perceptual experience than does the Cartesian. Upon seeing a 

dachshund lounging in the roadway, one immediately swerves one's car, as though the 

representation of this object was believed long before a rational analysis could inform 

one's actions. People find visual illusions such as the Mueller—Lyer lines fascinating 

precisely because such illusions require them to consciously reject a proposition ("One 

line is longer than the other") whose acceptance seems an uncontrollable consequence of 

its representation (see Bever, 1986 ).  

These are precisely the sorts of experiences that Spinoza was considering when he 

concluded that all ideas are accepted upon comprehension. The Scottish philosopher, 

Thomas Reid (1764/1895, p. 209) , made this point most explicitly:  



When I perceive a tree before me, my faculty of seeing gives me not only 

a notion or simple apprehension of the tree, but a belief of its existence, 

and of its figure, distance, and magnitude; and this judgment or belief is 

not got by comparing ideas, it is included in the very nature of the 

perception [italics added].  

Indeed, the automatic acceptance of perceptual representations would seem evolutionarily 

prudent. An organism that questioned, analyzed, and logically assessed the validity of its 

every percept would probably find it next to impossible to use those percepts with enough 

expediency to survive. It is in the very nature of the perception of physical reality that the 

acceptance of, or belief in, a representation should precede the rational assessment of that 

representation's validity (see Fodor, 1983 ; Goldman, 1986 ).  

The notion of acceptance upon comprehension, then, is really not so foreign a concept 

after all; motorists on a desert highway generally believe their eyes ("Watch out for the 

oil in the road!") before they are able to unbelieve them ("It's just a mirage", see Bargh, 

1989 ). If the comprehension of concrete reality proceeds in this way, then why not the 

comprehension of abstract reality as well? The information communicated to one person 

by another may not be so very different from the information that a person receives 

directly through the senses, and some theorists have even considered the testimony of 

others to be a kind of "vicarious observation" ( Quine & Ullian, 1978 , p. 51; see also 

Miller, 1981 ). In this sense, the utterance "There's a charging rhinoceros!" is similar to 

the direct observation of a charging rhinoceros itself, and thus it does not seem 

unreasonable to suspect that there would be important similarities in the way these two 

stimuli are processed; for example, both may be accepted immediately upon 

comprehension and then unaccepted only later as a lie or an illusion. Such functional 

similarities would be especially likely if the cognitive system that processed utterances 

had evolved from the perceptual system that processed rhinoceri (cf. Paivio, 1971 , 1986 

).  

This discussion suggests that encountering an idea may be very much like encountering 

an object–a notion strongly implied by the concrete perceptual metaphors that ordinary 

folk use to describe their comprehension of abstract ideas (e.g., "I see your point" and " 

Look at it my way"; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980 , p. 48). If abstract ideas are, like physical 

objects, represented as true before their validity can be rationally assessed, then the 

Cartesian experience of comprehending without believing may be little more than an 

introspective illusion (cf. Nisbett & Wilson, 1977 ). Certainly, the results of the present 

experiments fit the Spinozan position better than they do the Cartesian, as does a variety 

of other psychological evidence–to which we now turn.  

A Variety of Other Psychological Evidence Psycholinguistics  

Decades of psycholinguistic research have shown that people are generally quicker to 

assess the validity of true than false affirmative sentences (e.g., Carpenter & Just, 1975 ; 

Gough, 1965 , 1966 ; Trabasso et al., 1971 ). Clark and Chase (1972 , 1974) have offered 

a rule-based model that accounts for this fact. The model assumes that when people 



process assertions, they "start with the truth index set to true" and only later assess the 

actual correspondence between the assertion and its referents. If the assertion is later 

determined to be true, then "the truth index is left alone," whereas if the assertion is 

determined to be false, then "the truth index is changed to its opposite" ( Clark & Clark, 

1977 , p. 103). It is important to note that without an assumption about the initial setting 

of the hypothetical truth index, the model would not correctly predict the speed of 

subjects' responses to a variety of sentence types (or, for that matter, the speed with 

which subjects in Study 1 responded to true and false propositions). In other words, the 

Spinozan hypothesis (i.e., that false information, but not true information, requires 

rerepresentation) is latent in this important psycholinguistic model.  

Interpersonal Communication  

Several social psychological literatures also offer evidence that may be interpreted as 

supporting the Spinozan hypothesis. Researchers in the areas of attribution, persuasion, 

and lie detection have independently noted that people are particularly prone to believe 

that which others tell them (for respective reviews, see Jones, 1979 ; Petty & Cacioppo, 

1986 ; Zuckerman, DePaulo, & Rosenthal, 1981 ). This seems to be the case whether 

others offer general assertions about the world ("Republicans are boring") or self-

descriptive claims ("I am of the opinion that Republicans are boring"), and some 

investigators have even described this tendency as the most "fundamental" of all 

phenomena in person perception ( Nisbett & Ross, 1980 ; Ross, 1977 ).  

What is so interesting about these instances of inappropriate belief is that, in general, 

each is exacerbated by cognitive load and interruption ( Baron, Baron, & Miller, 1973 ; 

Gilbert, 1989 ; Gilbert, Krull, & Pelham, 1988 ; Gilbert & Osborne, 1989 ; Gilbert, 

Pelham, & Krull, 1988 ; Keating & Brock, 1974 ; Osterhouse & Brock, 1970 ; Petty & 

Cacioppo, 1986 ). Whether people listen to a persuasive communication, attempt to 

detect a prevaricator, or merely read an autobiographical account, they tend to believe 

more readily the information with which they are presented when their processing of that 

information is interrupted by a competing task. This fact has generated a variety of 

theoretical explanations, but one could easily interpret all of these phenomena in 

Spinozan terms: Beleaguered believers are unable to conduct a full-scale assessment of 

the propositions that they automatically accept upon comprehension, and thus they 

continue to regard them as true.  

Hypothesis Testing  

The Spinozan hypothesis also predicts that because acceptance accompanies 

comprehension, people should find it quite difficult to suspend judgment; that is, they 

should have trouble merely entertaining ideas. In effect, when a Spinozan system 

possesses neither evidence for nor against a possibility, it should occasionally be inclined 

to treat that possibility as if it were probably true.  

An extensive body of work attests to the fact that when people are asked to gather 

information about a mere possibility, they tend to seek confirmatory information (e.g., 



Snyder & Swann, 1978 ; Wason & Johnson-Laird, 1972 ; see Klayman & Ha, 1987 , for a 

review). Such a strategy is, of course, appropriate only if one already has reason to be 

inclined toward the hypothesis one is testing (see Trope & Bassock, 1982 ). If one has 

reason to suspect that a young woman is an extrovert, for example, then it makes sense to 

seek evidence about the extent of her extroversion ("Would you describe yourself as 

merely outgoing or as wholly outrageous?") and avoid useless questions about qualities 

that she is unlikely to possess ("Would you describe yourself as mildly reticent or 

pathologically shy?"). In short, when one believes a hypothesis, then confirmatory 

evidence is (at least subjectively) more informative than disconfirmatory evidence.  

Just as the Spinozan hypothesis would predict, Swann and Giuliano (1987, p. 522) found 

"direct support for the notion that simply entertaining a belief elevates the perceived 

informativeness of evidence that may confirm that belief" [italics added]. The Spinozan 

hypothesis suggests that this occurs because in the course of entertaining a hypothesis 

subjects will embrace it, and thereby raise the perceived diagnosticity of confirmatory 

evidence. Thus, the tendency to conduct confirmatory searches may not reflect an 

inability to gather information as much as it reflects an inability to entertain or "merely 

represent" hypotheses. It is interesting to note that the most effective way to prevent 

subjects from conducting a confirmatory search is to have them merely entertain the 

hypothesis' logical opposite ( Lord, Lepper, & Preston, 1984 )–a remedy that might have 

been recommended by Spinoza himself!  

Coda  

One of the dilemmas of mental life is that people need to know of things that are untrue, 

and yet need to know that these things are untrue. In the course of a single day, everyone 

is exposed to a variety of deceptive communications, ill-conceived opinions, and 

erroneous facts, many of which they must comprehend, remember, and yet somehow 

manage not to believe. To forget that the moon is made of green cheese is to lose a 

precious piece of one's childhood, but to act as though one believes this assertion is to 

forego the prospect of meaningful adult relationships. A ubiquitous paradox for natural 

thinking systems is that they must possess, but must not deploy, a wide range of false 

information.  

In theory, this would seem a rather simple task: Mental systems could keep false 

information from guiding their decisions simply by assessing each piece of information 

they encounter, and then coding that information as true or as false in the first place. Such 

was Descartes's view of the human mind. Spinozan systems, however, do not conduct 

business in this way. Rather, they easily accept all information before it is assessed, and 

then laboriously recode the information that is subsequently found to be false. On 

occasion, of course, such attempts to recode false information will fail, and when this 

happens, a Spinozan system will find itself believing what it should not. This method of 

initially representing ideas as true may be economical and it may be adaptive, but any 

system that uses it will err on the side of belief more often than doubt. That human beings 

are, in fact, more gullible than they are suspicious should probably "be counted among 

the first and most common notions that are innate in us."  
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1  

The 49th proposition of Spinoza's Ethics (1677/1982) states that "Will and intellect are 

one and the same thing," by which Spinoza meant that having and believing a mental 

representation are identical acts (see Bennett, 1984 ). It is important to recognize that 

Spinoza's thesis does not mean that people will continue to believe that which they 

comprehend, but only that they must initially do so for an instant.  

 

2  



Subjects were told that this variation was due to differences in the time it took the 
computer to locate a proposition in its internal dictionary. In fact, we were interested in 

seeing if the length of delay would affect the dependent measures. It did not, and 

therefore is not discussed further.  

 

3  

The analysis was performed on the proportion (rather than absolute number) of 

propositions that were correctly identified. Each subject saw twice as many uninterrupted 

as interrupted critical propositions, and thus an analysis of the absolute number of 

correctly identified critical propositions would reveal a spurious effect of interruption. In 

addition, the data from two subjects who failed to respond to one or more of the 

interrupting tones were discarded before analysis.  

 

4  

Another explanation of these results is that subjects merely guessed, and that these 
guesses were based on the striking sincerity of the smiles (e.g., "I can't recall if this 

smiling fellow was sincere or not, but he looks so sincere now that I guess he must have 

been a sincere one"). Two blind judges rated the smiling faces on a scale that ranged from 

very insincere (1) to very sincere (9). The mean rating of 4.9 was slightly below the 

midpoint of the scale, suggesting that the smiling faces were not strikingly sincere.  

 

5  

Aspects of these findings are reminiscent of the "referential validity effect" ( Hasher, 
Goldstein, & Toppino, 1977 ), wherein repeated exposure to a statement increases the 

likelihood that the statement will ultimately be assessed as true. However, we found that 

repeated exposure increased the likelihood that a false statement would be assessed as 

true only when the first exposure precluded assessment; when the first exposure 

demanded assessment, subsequent exposure actually decreased the likelihood that a false 

statement would be assessed as true. The reasons for the discrepancy between our 

findings and others may be that (a) the delay between exposures in other experiments is 

typically several weeks, whereas in our study it was about 10 s (cf. Schwartz, 1982 ); and 

(b) other experiments have typically used statements that range from mildly plausible to 

mildly implausible, whereas we used statements that subjects learned were absolutely 

false just minutes before they assessed them (see Arkes, Hackett, & Boehm, 1989 ; 

Bacon, 1979 ; Begg, Armour, & Kerr, 1985 ).  



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 1. What the Cartesian and Spinozan procedures do with false propositions. 

 



 

Figure 2. Identifications and misidentifications of propositions in Study 1. (T-as-T 

denotes true propositions that were identified as true, T-as-F denotes true propositions 

that were identified as false, and so on.) 

 

 


